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In Part A we discussed existence and uniqueness theory for a general class of 
semilinear hereditary hyperbolic systems. The present article (which is a direct 
continuation of Part A) presents applications to several subjects of particular 
interest, namely functional differential equations (FDE’s), neutral equations 
(NFDE’s) and a system of hereditary equations encountered in population 
dynamics. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the terminology and 
notation of Part A. 
9. (NEUTRAL) FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
9.1. Given a function y: (-co, T] + R, we shall denote by [y] the RN- 
valued function on g given by 
[Ylb 4 = Ye + 97 v(t,e)E&. (9-l) 
Consider the following problem for neutral functional differential equations 
WDE), 
- = QUYI) + ; 53([Yl>, dy dt t E (0, TIT 
y I (--%O> = cp, 
~(0) - N[YINO = a3 
(9.2) 
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2 MARCUS AND MIZEL 
where cp and a are given initial data and 8 and !?J are as in problem (3.1). In 
view of (9.1) this problem can be viewed as a special case of the FPDE problem 
(3.1), namely the case where E is the identity matrix and 5 = 0. In this special 
case we have x(t, 0) = y(t), 0 < t < T. 
9.2. Given a function y: (-co, 0) - R, and a function u: [0, T] - R, , 
we denote by [cp, u] the RN-valued function on g given by 
rep, ul(4 4 = cp(t + 4 if t + ~9 < 0, 
= u(t + 0) if t+0>0. 
(9.3) 
With this notation (9.2) can be rewritten in the form, 
du d 
dt = wcp, UN + 2 ss([% UN, t E (0, Tl, 
40) - J~([(P, 4>(O) = a. 
(9.4) 
9.3. In view of the relation between problems (3.1) and (9.2), the results 
of the previous sections (Theorems 3.6, 6.2, 7.1, 7.2) can be specialized in a 
straightforward manner to NFDE or FDE problems ((9.2) is an FDE problem 
if Js = 0). For instance, with regard to Theorem 3.6, the relevant conditions 
in the FDE case are I and III and in the NFDE case I, III, and IV. (The other 
conditions are trivially satisfied.) Furthermore, these conditions need not hold 
on the entire space J#Z;~(~)>“; it is sufficient if they are satisfied on the subspace 
(x E A’;“(Q): x = [+, u], + EL,Q(--co, O)N, u EL,(O, T)N}. (9.5) 
However, the formulation of the problem given in (9.4) suggests that one can 
sharpen the existence and uniqueness results for the NFDE problem by restricting 
the conditions on 8 and sj to a subset of the space (9.5), namely the subset 
consisting of functions of the form [cp, U] for a Jixed ‘p. To clarify this point it 
is convenient to introduce the following notation. Given a function 
WC--co,O)+R,v, suppose that 8 and !?j are defined for all functions of the 
form [cp, u] with u in Z&(0, T)N. Then we define operators (sj,,, and 5, on 
L,(O, V” by 
@Ju) = w(P, ulh ss,w = S([% 4). 
With this notation we have the following result. 
(9.6) 
9.4. THEOREM. Given a function ‘p: (-co, 0) --f R, , andp E [I, co) assume 
that the following conditions hold. 
(i) 8, maps L,(O, T)N into L,(O, T)N, 8, maps Lp(O, T)N into L,(O, T)N 
and both are nonanticipative. 
(ii) The operator Q, : L,(O, T)N - L,(O, T)N is continuous and bounded. 
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(iii) On every bounded subset B of L,(O, ‘T)N the operator sj, satis$es the 
Lipschitz condition 
II &l(u) - $3m(‘l*)l/L*(o,t) G cd4 II u - u* l/Lp(OA 
where es(t) L 0 as t L 0. 
vt E (0, Tl, (9-V 
Then there exists a number t, in (0, T] such that the problem (9.4) possesses 
a (weak) solution in L,(O, to), i.e., there exists a function u” in L,(O, to) such that 
u”(t) = ot Q%(u”>(4 ds + JSo(uo>(t) + a, s a.e. in (0, to). cm 
The function u” - $,(u”) is (equivalent to) an absolutely continuous function in 
[0, to]. If, in addition to the above, 8, is sublinear, i.e., 
II @+NL,(~.~) d co*st4 + II u IIL~(~,T~ W) 
and !$,, satisfies the condition 
II %Pw - bcp(u*NL*co.t, (9.10) 
< ( j-’ g(s) II u - u* 1l’i~o.s) L li: Vt E (0, T], Vu, u* EL,(O, T)N, 
0 
where g is a nonnegative integrable function in [0, T] and q E [l, co), then (9.4) 
possesses a (weak) solution in [O, T]. 
Finally, if (9.9) is replaced by the Lipschitz condition 
II Q,(u) - ~o(~*)II~I~o.~~ G cona. l/u - u* IIL,tO,~) , 
then the solution in [0, T] is unique. 
(9.11) 
9.5. The theorem stated above is parallel to Theorems 3.6 and 6.2 and its 
proof is similar to (but simpler than) their proofs. We only observe that in the 
notation of 6.5 (and, previously, 5.3) 6, = 8 o S(., cp), 45, -= 4$ o S(+, cp), 
and similarly for the associated operators Om7 and a,,,‘. 
Concerning the existence of global solutions one can obtain a result that is 
stronger in some respects than the one quoted above. This result is stated 
below. 
9.6. THEOREM. Given a function cp: (- 00, 0) -+ RN and p E [I, a3) assume 
that 6, and !& satisfy condition (i) of 9.4. In addition assume that the following 
conditions hold. 
(a) 8, : L,(O, T)N - L,(O, T)N is continuous and subZinear: 
II @+)l/L1(O.T) G 4 + II u llL,(o*r))~ Vu E L,(O, T)N, (9.12) 
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(b) If u, u* cLs(O, T)N and if for some to E [O, T] we have u [ (0, t,) = 
u* / (0, to) then 
II 45&) - 5&*hp(to,d G NT - to) II u - u* llL*(to*d Y
where b(o) L 0 as (T L 0. 
VT E (to , T], (9.13) 
Then problem (9.4) possesses a (weak) solution u” in L,(O, T). The function 
uo - S&,(uO) is (equiwalent to) an absolutely continuous function in [0, T]. 
Furthermore, if (9.12) is replaced by the Lipschitx condition 
II Q&.(u) - Qlp(‘i*)lIL1(O,~.) < c II u - u* 1lLJO.T) (9.14) 
then the solution is unique. 
Proof. Suppose that, for some to E (0, T], there exists a solution w of (9.4) 
in L,(O, to). We shall show that there exists a positive 8, depending only on c 
and b, such that w can be extended as a solution of (9.4) in (0, tl), where 
t, := min(t, + 6, 7’). This will imply the existence of a solution of (9.4) in 
L,(O, T). 
Let @VT and Sjqpr be the operators associated with 05, and $, as in 3.2. For 
u in Ls(to , T), 7 5 (to , T], set 
qqu) = eJmqw 0 u), !?$yu) = !i&‘(W cl u), (9.15) 
where 
Let a’ 
wou=w in (0, to), 
U in (to, T). 
(9.16) 
(w - 52(w))(to) and denote (for u E LD(to , T)) 
Uto,T(u)(t) := j-1 C5:S7(~)(~) ds, vt E [to , T], 
(9.17) 
Vtos7(u) := !9j:*T(u) + a’, 
In order to prove that w can be extended as a solution of (9.4) in (0, T) (for 
some 7 E (to, T]) we have to show that the problem 
4 (u - $jy(u)) = q”(u) in (to , T), 
(9.18) 
(U - $j:S7(u))(t0) = a’, 
possesses a solution in LB(tO , T). The existence of a solution of (9.18) is equivalent 
to the existence of a fixed point of the mapping wto17: Lp(to , T) + L,,(tO , 7). 
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Let c’ := 41 + II w IIL,(o.t,)) and v := a’ + !$“,o*‘(O). If u ~L,(ta , T) then 
by (9.12), (9.13), (9.17) we have 
II W""wlLJt,.d G C'(T - toYP + (4, - t,Y + bb - to)) II u l/LJt0,7) 
+ II v l/LJtoA * (9.19) 
Now let 6 be the largest positive number such that 
Slip < $ and cSl/” + b(S) < a. 
We note that 6 depends only on c and b. Set, 
(9.20) 
7 := min(6 + t, , T), 0 := c’ + 2 II v llLp(tO.d P 
Ku := {u EL&, > dN: l/u /l~,(t,,.r) < 4. 
Then, by (9.19) and (9.20), 
u E K,, =z- w”“~‘(u) E K,, . 
Furthermore, by (9.20) and (9.13), 
Finally, condition (a) implies that Vo**: LJt,, , T) -+ La(to , T) is continuous and 
compact. The conclusions listed above imply, via Darbo’s fixed point theorem, 
that WtosT possesses a fixed point in K, . This proves the first statement of the 
theorem. 
The inequality (9.14) implies, in view of the fact that 6, is nonanticipative, 
that 
II U”“W - Uto~T(‘L*)IILJt,,r~ d 4' - toY'"llu - u* llL&,A (9.21) 
for every u, u* ~&,(t,, , T). Therefore if we choose 7 as before, the mapping 
Uto., is a contraction in L9(to , T) and hence the mapping Wto.7 is a contraction 
in Lp(to , T). Therefore the fixed point of Wta*r is unique. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
9.7. As an application of the previous theorem we shall discuss an NFDE 
problem in which the operator Pj involves an expression of the form 
J(t; [cp, 4) :== Jo [cpl w, e> 44% t*> --cc 
where p is a locally finite Bore1 measure which does not have an atom at the 
origin. But first we must discuss the meaning of this expression and some of 
its properties. 
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Suppose that 4 is a Bore1 function in Lz(- co, T), where 1 < p < 03, 
and dis a positive Bore1 function on (- CO, TJ such that 
p’[ (-cqO]Ew-* and p’ = 1 in (0, T). 
In addition suppose that (with p as above) 
s 
’ ~‘(e)-l’~ d ( p I(e) < co, 
-cc 
where ) p / is the total variation (measure) of CL. Set 
V; 4) :== j-O $0 + 4 44% t E (0, T). 
-cc 
We claim that, under the above assumptions, I(.; 9) EL~(O, T) and 
II 47 ~)I/LJ~,~) G const- II 1cI I Lg,(-m,r) , v,r E [O, Tl, 
the constant depending only on T and p’. 
Indeed, using (9.22) and (9.23) we obtain (for T E (0, T]) 







where the constant depends only on T and p. Note that, by (9.22) and property 
2.2(ii) of functions in YP we have 
p’(e) ,( const. p’(o), Van [e, T + 81, vh (4,ol. 
This inequality was used in deriving (9.26). 
In view of (9.26), by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, I(*, 4) is measurable in 
(0, T) and by Minkowski’s inequality (9.25) holds. 
Next, suppose that $ = 0 in (-co, to], for some to E [O, T). Then 
and so 
qt; 4) = J-O (,L(t + 4 44% vt E (to, Tl 
to-t 
/I I(., ~)llqtO,d < b0(7 - to> II $li+d T VT E (to , TIT (9.27) 
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where b,(a) := / y 1 ([-a, 0)), V 0 E (0, co). We note that in view of the fact 
that p has no atom at the origin, b,(a) ‘x 0 as u ‘x 0. 
Finally, if # is in L$(- 00, T), but $ is not Bore1 we define the function 
I(., 4) by 
v, $1 = 46 4*> a.e. in (0, T), (9.28) 
where #* is a Bore1 function such that z,L = $* a.e. By (9.25) it is clear that this 
definition of I(., 16) (as an equivalence class) is independent of the choice of #*. 
We shall use the notation 
for I(t, #), even when # is not Borel, with the understanding that its meaning 
is defined by (9.28). Note that, if cp E&,P(-CO, O)N, u EL,(O, T)N and + is 
given by 
4Jl(-QO) = cp, + 1 [O, T] = u. 
Then I(.; [cp, ~1) = I(.; +I. 
Before stating the result mentioned at the beginning of this subsection,we have 
to introduce an additional notation. We denote 
X,0(0, T) := {[cp, u]: ‘p EL,D(-co, oy, u EL,(O, T)N), 
where p E [ 1, oz) and p E V*. This space will be endowed with the norm 
II[% UIIIX,p(O,T) := I!cp lh + II u IIL,(O,T) . 
9.8. THEOREM. Let p EW* and p E [l, 00). Suppose that 8 maps x,0(0, T) 
into L,(O, T) and that 6 is nonanticipative, continuous and sublinear. 
Let sj be an operator on XDD(O, T) given by 
$3[% ul = fUC*; [cp, UN), (9.29) 
where f: R --f R is uniformly Lipschitz and / is the expression defined in 9.7 with 
p a locally jinite Bore1 measure which does not have an atom at the origin and which 
satisjies 
s 
’ p(B)-l’” d I p I(0) < co. (9.30) 
-02 
Then for each q E LBo(--~, 0), problem (9.4) possesses a (weak) solution in 
L,(O, T). 
Proof. Given cp E L,p(- 00, 0) it is clear that 8, satisfies condition (a) 
of 9.6. By 9.7 it is clear that B5, maps X,p(O, T) into L,(O, T) and is nonantici- 
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pative. By (9.25) and (9.27), !$, satisfies condition (b) of 9.6. Therefore the 
present theorem is a consequence of 9.6. 
9.9. FDE problems with initial data in a Lebesgue space have been treated 
in several works. The first to consider this type of problem were Coleman and 
Mizel [CMl, CM2]. Their work was followed by the papers of Delfour and 
Mitter [DM] and Coleman and Owen [CO]. In all of these it was assumed that 
the operator Q can be represented by means of a continuous (or Lipschitz) 
functional on the history space Lpp(-~, 0), p being an appropriate weight 
function. (In [DM], p = 1.) 
In a few other works [BT, KS, HB] 8 was considered as an operator on 
trajectories in L,n(- co, 0), with range in L,(O, T). In these works, 8 is assumed 
to be either linear ([BTJ) or Lipschitz ([KS, HB]). 
When specialized to FDE problems, the results presented in this section and 
the next include and extend essentially all the existence and uniqueness results 
of the works mentioned above. 
However, it should be emphasized that in the formulation of our results in 
these two sections (with the exception of 9.8) no assumptions are made on the 
space in which the initial data lies, because the relevant conditions are on 8, 
and 8, rather than on 8 and sj. 
10. FURTHER REMARKS ON FDE AND NFDE PROBLEMS 
In the case of an FDE problem (i.e., (9.4) with $ = 0) the solution, if it 
exists, must be continuous (and, in fact, absolutely continuous) on [0, T]. 
Therefore one can obtain existence results for the FDE problem when 8, is 
defined only on C[O, T]. Such results can be obtained also for NFDE problems 
if it is assumed that sj, maps C[O, T] into itself. For purposes of comparison 
we shall present below some results of this type. See [H] and [N] for other 
work in this framework. 
10.1. THEOREM. Given afunction ~JJ: (-co, 0] - R, assume that thefollowing 
conditions hold. 
(i) 8, and S&, are nonanticipative mappings of C[O, TIN into L,(O, T)N 
and C[O, TIN, respectively. 
(ii) 8, is continuous and maps bounded subsets of C[O, TIN into dominated 
subsets of L1(O, T)N, i.e., if B is a bounded subset of C[O, TIN, there exists a function 
he in L,(O, T) such that 
Q,(u)(t)l G he(t) a.e. in (0, T), Vu E B. (10.1) 
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n every bounded subset B of C[O, TIN, “j, satisjies the Lipschitz 
;;, I f?xp(4 - sj,(u*)l G h(t) ;o”$ I u - u* I? 
(10.2) 
‘dt E (0, Tl, Vu, u* E B, 
where cB(t) L 0 as t \i 0. 
Then there exists a number t, E (0, T] such that (9.4) possesses a (weak) solution 
in C[O, t,,]“. If u” is such a solution then u” - sjo(uo) is absolutely continuous in 
P, 4,l. 
Proof. Let UT and V (with 7 E (0, T]) be mappings of C[O, T]” into itself 
defined by 
U’(u)(t) = 1” Q,‘(u) ds (t E [0, T]) and V’(u) = !&T(u) + a, (10.3) 
0 
where B,T and $jqp7 are associated with 8, and sj, , respectively, as in 3.2. 
Since 8, is nonanticipative, Ocp7 satisfies condition (ii) on [0, ~1. (This follows 
from 3.2.) Condition (ii) implies (by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem) that UT is 
a compact continuous operator of C[O, r]” into itself. 
Condition (iii), together with the fact that $j5, is nonanticipative, implies that, 
given M > 0, there exists a positive number rM < T, such that .$,’ (0 < r < TV) 
is a contraction on the ball of radius M centered at the origin in C[O, I-]“. 
Next we claim that, given a closed ball in C[O, rlN, centered at v7 : = 
(a + $j,&O)) 1 [0, T], the operator W7 := UT + VT maps this ball into itself, 
provided that r is sufficiently small. Let K,, be the closed ball of radius 0, 
in C[O, T]“, centered at vT. Let h, be a function in L,(O, T) which dominates the 
set {B,(u): u E K,,}. Then, for u E K, and T E (0, T], 
where c’(7) \i 0 when 7 L 0. (Here we have used (10.2)) This inequality 
implies our assertion. 
By Darbo’s theorem, the facts that were established above imply that, 
for sufficiently small 7, WT possesses a fixed point in C[O, ~1”. The existence 
of such a fixed point is equivalent to the existence of a solution of (9.4) in CIO, T]". 
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Remark. It is clear from the proof that the conclusion of the theorem remains 
valid if the conditions on Q, and 53,) which were required to hold on every 
bounded set in CIO, TIN, hold only on some ball centered at a + $jJO). 
Next we bring a result on the existence of global solutions, in the same frame- 
work as the previous theorem. 
10.2. THEOREM. Suppose that (given cp: (-co,01 --f RN) conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 10.1 hold. In addition suppose that the following conditions hold. 
(a) There exists a function g EL~(O, T) and a number q E [I, CO) such that 
/I QlpWILI(“,T) G (j),(;;~ I u I>@ df’@> VT E (0, 0 (10.4) 
for every u E C[O, TIN. 
(b) With g and q as above, sj, satisfies the Lipschitz condition, 
;;q I $5,(u) - b&*)1 < (j-07g’4b~~ I u - u* I)” ds)l’@, VT E (0, Tl, W-5) 
37 *S 
for every u, u* in C[O, TIN. 
Then there exists a (weak) solution of (9.4) in C[O, TIN. If u” is such a solution 
then u” - @,(uO) is absobteZy continuous in [O, T]. 
Proof. We shall use the following norm on C[O, T]~, 
(10.6) 
where A is a given positive number. This norm is obviously equivalent to the 
standard norm on C[O, ~1”. 
Let K(uO; A) be the unit ball in C[O, TIN (with respect to the norm (10.6) 
with 7 = T) centered at ~0. If U, Y are defined as in (10.3), with 7 = T, 
and W := U + V, then conditions (a), (b) guarantee that W maps K(u”; A), 
u” = a + !$,(O), into itself, provided that A is sufficiently large. This follows 
from the results of 2.5. Similarly, condition (b) guarantees that I’ is a contraction 
on K(uO; A), with respect to the norm (10.6) with T = T, provided that /1 is 
sufficiently large. In view of condition (ii), U is a continuous compact operator 
on K(u0; A). Therefore, by Darbo’s theorem, if A is chosen sufficiently large, 
W possesses a fixed point in K(uO; A). Th’ is implies the existence of a solution 
of (9.4) in CIO, TIN. 
10.3. In the previous two theorems we assumed that 8 satisfies the strong 
assumption of domination (condition (ii)). This assumption is unnecessarily 
restrictive, as was shown by Coffman and Schaffer [CSl, CS2] in the linear case. 
In dealing with nonlinear problems, it is possible to dispense with this condition 
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in some special cases. Thus one can replace condition (ii) by an appropriate 
Lipschitz condition on 6, which would ensure that the mapping W (see 10.1) 
is a contraction. Another example is provided by the following observation. 
The conclusions of Theorems 10.1 and 10.2 remain valid if one replaces (ii) 
by the condition, 
(ii)’ 6, maps C[O, TIN into L,(O, T)N for some p > 1 and the mapping 
is bounded. In addition 6, is continuous as a mapping from CIO, TIN into 
b(O, Ty. 
The proof of this result is similar to the proofs in 10.1 and 10.2. The only 
difference is that in the present case the compactness of U (or UT) is a conse- 
quence of the fact that a bounded set in L,(O, T), with p > 1, is uniformly 
absolutely continuous in norm in L,(O, T). 
11. AN APPLICATION TO POPULATION DYNAMICS 
11.1. In this section we shall present some results concerning problems in 
population dynamics which are a direct consequence of the theory developed 
in previous sections. More refined results, which make use of the special features 
of models in population dynamics, will be discussed elsewhere. The population 
models that we consider are essentially of the type described by Gurtin and 
MacCamy in [GM]. However, our models are more general in two respects. 
First we consider systems, rather than single equations, thus allowing for the 
interaction of several species, including predator-prey type behavior. Second, 
the birth modulus and the death modulus are assumed to be rather general, 
nonanticipative operators on an appropriate space of population densities. Thus, 
these moduli could be represented by functions which depend not only on age 
and total population (as in [GM]) but also on time and on specific age segments 
of the population. This added generality is very desirable in the theory of popu- 
lation dynamics (see, e.g., Rorres [RI, Coffman and Coleman [CC]). 
11.2. Assuming that in a given environment there are N interacting species, 
we denote by ~,(a, t) the density of the population of age a, of the ith species, 
at time t. As usual we set x = (x1 ,..., xN). Further, we denote by pi and ,$ 
the birth and death moduli of the ith species. 
With these notations, we consider the problem, 
2 + !g = -&(x(., .)) xi ) 0 < a, 0 < t < T (i = l,..., N), 
x,(0, t) = .c ,&(x(*, *))(a, t) x&z, t) da, 0 < t < T (i = l,..., N), (11.1) 
X(G 0) = cp(4, 0 < a. 
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For a derivation of these equations as a model of population dynamics we refer 
the reader to [GM]. 
To relate this problem to problem (3.1) we observe that (in the notation of 
section 3), a = -0, @ii = 0, E is the identity matrix, ‘&(x) = -&(x) x”, and 
We note that equation (1 l.l)a implies that the initial data for x(0, 0) - $(x)(O) 
is zero. 
11.3. Let Qr denote the strip {(a, t): 0 < a < co, 0 < t < T) and set 
Q = QT. We define dp(Q) analogously to &‘$d(Q) (see 2.3) with p = p” = 1. 
Throughout this section we shall assume, 
(PJ Ai, /$ are nonanticipative operators on A~(&> into the family of 
nonnegative measurable functions in Q and, for each x E Al(Q), there exists 
a function g E L,(O, T) such that 
I &(x)(4 t)l + I B&>(& 9 G g(t) a.e. in&, i = l,..., N. (11.2) 
In general the function g will vary with x. 
(PJ cp ELLS and ‘pi >, 0, i = 1 ,..., N. 
Assumption (Pr) guarantees that the operator si maps Al(Q) into L,(Q) 
and the operator $$( maps Al(Q) into L,(O, T). 
We shall say that x is a (weak) solution of (11.1) if x E d,(Q), xi 2 0 
(i = l,..., N), x satisfies (11 .l)a and x satisfies the integrated form of (11. 1)1 
(which also takes into account (1 l.l),), namely 
x,(u, t) = ?*(a - t) - j”” &(x)(s - t + a, s) xi(s - t + a, s) ds 
0 
if a > t > 0, 
= x,(0, t - u) - s,;. &(x)(s - t + 
(11.3) 
a, s) xi(s - t + a, s) ds 
if t >u>O. 
A function x in Al(Q) satisfies (11.3) if and only if x( ., 0) = cp, x is absolutely 
continuous on almost all lines a: - t = const. in Q and the directional derivative 
Dx in the direction of these lines satisfies 
Dx, = -/ii(x) xi , a.e. in Q. (11.3)’ 
The interpretation of (1 l.l)r in the sense of (11.3)’ is in agreement with the 
usual definition of solutions of such problems in the theory of population 
dynamics. 
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We turn now to the statement and proof of a local existence and uniqueness 
result for (11.1). In this connection we introduce two additional notations. We 
shall denote by K+(X) the family of all &-valued functions on the set X whose 
components are nonnegative. Next if # is a real function on R-t, we shall 
denote by $ the real function on Q given by 
$(a, t) = $(a - t) if a > t > 0 
zzz 0 if t > a > 0. 
11.4. THEOREM. Assume that (Pr) and (Pa) hold. In addition suppose that, 
(Pa) There exists a ball B in A’~(&), centered at +, and a function h in 
L,(O, T) such that, for every x, x’ E B 
I u4 - &(x’)l(a, t> + I Bib4 - Bi(X’W 4 
< h(t) L?;*l(x - x’; t), a.e. in Q, i = l,..., N. (11.4) 
Then there exist positive numbers S 0, t, (with t, < T) such that, for me~y 
+ EL,(R+)~ n K+(R+), Ij + - cp IIL tR+) < 6, , problem (ll.l), with ‘p replaced 
by 9, possesses a unique (weak) solut& x E dl(Qt>~ n K+(Q,J. 
Proof. We wish to show that our present assumptions imply that the con- 
ditions of Theorem 6.2, with p = 1 and p = p” = 1, are satisfied. We have 
already observed that (by (Pi)) 5 and $ map A~(&) into L,(Q) and L,(O, T), 
respectively. Now, using (PJ and (Pa) we obtain, for x, x’ E B 
I fii(x) - $3i(x’W) < s6p I&x> - &x’k t> Ida> 41 da 
+ Lrn &x’> I ~,(a, t) - $(a, t)l da 
< h,(t) sZ;‘l(x - x’; t), VtE(O, T], i = l,..., N, (11.5) 
where h, EL~(O, T). (h, depends on h, on the norm bound of B and on g.) 
This inequality implies that @ satisfies the Lipschitz condition (6.2). Similarly, 
using (Pr) and (Pa) we obtain, 
KM4 - si(x’N(*~ t)llL,b,m) 
< h,(t) .n;*l(x - x’; t) Vt E (0, T], i = l,..., N, (11.6) 
where h, ~Lr(0, T).This shows that $j satisfies the Lipschitz condition (6.3). 
Thus the conditions of 6.2 are satisfied. 
Next we note that if x E A’~(&~) is a solution of (11.3)’ such that u = x(0, *) E 
K+(O, T) and + = x(*, 0) E K+(R+) then x E K+(Q7). This is easily verified by 
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integrating (11.3)‘, as an ordinary differential equation, along characteristic 
lines a - t = const. Hence the operator ST mentioned in Lemma 6.4 maps 
every pair (u, +) with u E L,(O, 7)” n K+(O, Q-), ]I u jjL1(s,,) < 6, and 
9 ELM n K+(R+), II cp - + llL,(o,m) < So into J&(&~) n K+(QJ. It is 
further clear, in view of (PJ, that $j maps J!i(&) r\ K+(&) into L,(O, T) n 
K+(O, T). Obviously, a similar statement holds for the associated operators eT. 
Consequently the operator W7 constructed in 6.5 maps the set (u EL~(O, 7): 
u E K+(O, T), 11 u ll+,~ < S,} into itself. Therefore, the arguments of 6.5 
show that (11.1) possesses a solution in &i(&r) n K+(&,). Finally the uniqueness 
of the solution follows from Theorem 7.3, (recall that in the present case 8 is 
the zero operator). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
11.5. The conclusions of Theorem 11.4 remain valid if the conditions 
in (Pa) are satisfied only for functions x with nonnegative components. This can 
be verified by following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.2 on which the 
present result is based. 
In order to obtain global existence results for (11.1) it is necessary to combine 
the above local results with an a priori estimate. The development of such an 
a priori estimate requires use of special positivity features of the operators 
fi and 8, and its development is beyond the scope of the present discussion. 
APPENDIX 
We here show that &Qp(&.) n C(&) is a dense subset of &‘pd”(&), and we 
describe certain consequences of that fact. 
LEMMA A.1. suppose f: [O, l] x [O, I] --f R satisfies for some p, q E [ 1, co) 
(i) f(t, .) ELp, Vt 6 [0, 11, and t --f f(t, .) E Lp is cont. 
(ii) f(., 0) ELQ, V’e E [O, 11, and 0 +-f(., 0) EL@ is cont. 
Then there exists a sequence fn 6 C([O, l] X [0, 11) which satisjes 
II f (t, *I - fn(t, .)llrD - 0 as n - co, uniformly in t, 
11 f (., 0) - fk, w, - 0 as 71 --f co, uniformly in 8. 
Proof. By (i) the family {f (t, .), t E [0, l]} is the track of a continuous curve 
in L”, hence is a compact subset of Ln. A similar comment applies to the family 
{f (., e), 0 E [0, l]} C LQ. It follows CDS, IV 8.201 that these families are uniformly 
continous in translation, in the sense 
IIf@‘, .) - f(t, *)IIp - 0 as 1 t’ - t ) -+ 0, uniformly for t E [0, 11, 
IIf (=, 0 - f (., w, - 0 as I 8’ - e / -+ 0, uniformly for e E [0, 11, (Al) 
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[For definiteness in defining translations of amount h E (0, l), we extend f by 
reflection across the left side and bottom of [0, l] x [0, 11.1 
It therefore follows that 
Ii fk *) - f& *Nrr - 0 as h -+ 0, uniformly for t E [0, 11, 
llf(-9 4 - fh4.9 alp - 0 as h’ + 0, uniformly for 0 E [0, 11, (A2) 
wherej,(t, 0) and fh(., 0) are defined by 
fh(4 .I = ; JyLf (4 . - #) 44 
fh,(., e) = ; joh’f(. - s, e) ds. 
(A31 
Indeed using Minkowski’s inequality we have the estimate 
ll.W *> -f&t *)II, = jl -‘h- job [f (t, . - $) - f (t, .)I d# IILp 
< + j;’ II j(t, * - $1 - f(t, -)ll, 4 
G ,pTh IIf(4 * - $4 - f(4 ->llp 1, 
with a similar calculation for (A2.2). 
Now examine the continuous function jh defined by 
jyt, e) = &s” j” f (t - s, e - I+q dt,b ds. 
0 0 
In estimating 11 j(t, .) - f *(t, .)IILp we utilize the relation 
Thus 
f h(t, .) = + sb’ fh(t - s, .) ds. 
II f (t, a) - f ‘Yt, *)llLo =+ )I job [f (6 .) - fdt - s> .)I ds 11 
L” 
< + job iif(t, *) - fh@ - S, *)\I, ds 
G $P] I! f (6 -1 - f (t - s, -)llp 
+ ,~;Pllf(t - s7 .) -f& - s, .)ll, . C-44) 
409/77/I-2 
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The first term on the right converges to zero uniformly in t, by virtue of the 
uniform continuity of the mapping in (i), while the second term converges to 
zero by (A2). It now follows from (A4) and the corresponding estimate for 
1) f(., 0) - f*(., O)ilLP that for any sequence h, -+ 0, the sequence of continuous 
functions {fhn> satisfies the stated conclusion of the Lemma. 
COROLLARY Al. For each f as above, there exists a function f * which is Bore1 
measurable on [O, l] x [0, I] and satisfies 
f*(t, .) 6% f(t, *), Vt E [O, 13; f *(*, 0) = f (., Q w E p, 11, 
where w denotes Lebesgue quivalence of functions. 
Proof. Let 6, > 0 be a convergent series, C E, < co. By (A4) it is possible 
to find a sequence h, ---f 0 such that 
Ilf P> .> - f Yt, *>ll, < %a > WE LO, 11, 
llf c.7 4 - f Y., alp < %I t ve E [O, I]. 
It then follows by a standard argument that 
f yt, .) - f (t, *) a.e. Vt E [0, l), 
PT, 0) -+ ft., 4 a.e. ve E [0, 11. 
Since the set C of points at which the sequence {f “.> converges is necessarily 
a Bore1 set, the function f * defined by 
f *(t, e) = lim f ‘n(t, e), (4 0) E c 
= 0, otherwise 
satisfies the conditions required. 
PROPOSITION A. 1. Given p E W and p” > 0 and locally bounded, there exists 
for each f E Agd a sequence { fn} E JH;~(Q) n C(g) satisfjkg 
II f (t, *) - fn(t, ‘>II,, -+ 0, uniformly for t E [0, T], 
P(e) iif c, 0) - fn(., 4iLgC,,,, - 0, uniformly for e E R-. 
Proof. Consider the cover of R- consisting of the unit intervals 
I, = 
( 
-;-1,-i), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
and let {qL} denote a continuous partition of unity on R- associated with the 
{Ik) in the sense that 
SUPP % c Ik 9 k > 0. 
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Since the quantities ck , C, given by 
ck = ess inf{p(@: 0 E Ik}, Ck = ess sup(p(8): 8 E Ik} 
are positive reals for each k > 0, it follows that on each Ik the L,%-rorm is 
equivalent to the &-norm. Thus as a consequence of Lemma Al there follows: 
Ii f(h *> - fY6 ~NL~o~,k~ -+ 0 as h -+ 0, uniformly for t E [0, T], 
II~(., 0) - fv, mp[o.rl - 0 as h --f 0, uniformly for 0 Elk , k 3 0. 
@5) 
In particular, it follows from (A5) that there exist, for any preassigned sequence 
S, LO, corresponding sequences {h,,,&, , K > 0, satisfying 
II f(t, *) - f*(4 *)llL,atl,) < 6, . Zpk, Vh < h,,, , uniformly for t E [O, Tl, 
646) 
iw lift, 0) -fat, wr,to,rl G 8, , Vh <hoc, uniformly for e E Ik , k > 0. 
Now consider for each n the function f,, given by 
fn(t, 0) = 2 f h-w, 0) vnw. 
k=O 
It is readily seen that fn is continuous on g. Moreover 
uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
Similarly, selecting k, = k,(B) such that 0 E lkO n Iko+l , we have 
m ilf t, 0) - fk, 4iLp[o.T1 
= ae> ii[f (‘! e, - f hn’ro(-l e)i ok, 
-t [f (-I e, - fhn’ro+l(‘v e>i ~ko+de)i/&(O,I) 
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In order to demonstrate that fn E .&‘pb(p) it remains for US to show that 
t + fn(t, .) E L9p is a (uniformly) continuous mapping. Now given E > 0, 
it follows from the compactness of the subset { f(t, *): t E [0, 2’1) of LDO that there 
exists a k, = k,(c) satisfying 
IlfP, .)lI~,P(-m,-kl) < 45 uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
Furthermore, there exists a k, such that 
2-*2+%, < E/5. 
Let k, = max{k, , R,}. Since f, is continuous on the compact set [0, T] x 
C--k,, 01, there exists 7 > 0 such that 
IIf&‘, .) -fn(t”, *)IIL,p(--lc,,o) ( 45 whenever 1 t’ - t” 1 f 7. (A9) 
Combining the estimates (A6), (A8), and (A9) we obtain 
II M’, .) - f&“> .)llL,O 
< IIf&‘, *) - fn(t”, &7--k8,0) + llfV> 91~+-~1, + II f (t”7 &+m,--k3, 
+ IIfn(f, .> -f (t’, &+m,Jq + llfn(t”, .) -f(t”, &+a.-Ic3) 
d $ + f I!fhnqf9 .) - f(t’, *)l14”(,k, + f l/fhnsk(t*, .I - f@“, .)llL,n(lk) 
R=k, k=k, 
GE whenever I t’ - t” I < 77. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY A2. For each f E A!~p(~) there exists a function f * which is 
Bore1 measurable on g and satisfies 
f “(6 .) m f (t, .), V t E [O, Tl; f*(.,e) m f(., e), VBEP, 
where m denotes Lebesgue equivalence of functions. 
The proof proceeds by selecting a sequence 6, > 0 so that C 6, < cc and 
repeating the argument of Corollary Al. 
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